Introduction
Suppose the measures . and / represent two mass distributions on of equal total V 7 measure. Let be the cost (per unit mass) for transporting the mass from to . A transport -BßCBC ab plan is a measure on the product , with total cost # V‚V 77 with marginals . and / ( ab 
.(2)
This is a special case of (1) when # is the measure supported on the graph of with 0 marginals and the set of 's whose marginals are .. and /. Since the functional (1) is linear in ## and and / is a convex subset, a minimum of (1) exists under general conditions on ; see [8] , .
- [13] for examples. While Monge's definition of a transport plan appears to be more natural, the existence of a minimum for (2) requires several conditions. First, to ensure the existence of a mass-preserving map from Spt to Spt, the measure abab .. / should not be concentrated on small sets. Second, some sort of concavity of the cost function is needed to assert the uniqueness of the -minimum. See and the references therein. [8] The problem of mass transport can also be phrased in the language of probability. In this connection, the optimal mass transport problem corresponds to optimal coupling of random variables.See [10] , [11] , Results in one context can be interpreted under the other. [13] for examples. The authors wish to thank the referee for pointing out several significant references.
Many real-life problems can be modeled by mass transport problems. Consider, for example, the problem of finding locations of waste management facilities in a city. Other examples can be found in [12] , [13] , [14] .
In many cases, however, the source measure is known but the target measure ./ is only partially known, and the problem is to find the and the so that the location of Spttransport plan ab / cost is minimum. This is especially true in location problems, see [2] , [3] , [9] , [14] , [16] , [18] for examples. In this paper we show the existence of Spt such that the total cost of transporting a ab / source mass to Spt is minimal among a class of admissible target measures. . ab / W e first consider the case that the target measure is supported on a finite number points / DßáßDoe" "3 8 (to be determined) with prescribed positive masses . !! " 
where $ D 3 3 is the point mass concentrated at (As applied to mass transport problems, the DÞ ! 3 can be thought of as the capacity constraint for a facility located at ) D 3.
Assuming that DßÞÞÞßD " 8 have been found and that does not concentrate on certain sets of . lower "dimensions", then an optimal transport plan exists, which can berepresented by a map T from . The Spt to Sptmap generates a partition of Spt, ababab .. / oeT ef DßáßDHßÞÞÞßH "" 88
given by HoeTÐDÑ3oe"ßáß8H 333
•"
, . (The transport plan is given by "transport the mass in to the location .") The total cost (2) can be written as D 3
JÐDßáßDßHßáßHÑoe. "" 88 " ( ab 
This result is proved by Abdellaoui [1] , Cuesta-Albertos and Tuero-Diaz [6] , Gangbo and
McCann [8] , and Ruschendorf [10] , [11] .
Our first problem can now be stated as follows. Given !!!! "" 88 ßž!ß€â€oe" áß with ß ..! oeß3oe"ß8 3 áß
and the functional (4) is minimal among all locations and partitions satisfying (6).
In Theorem 2 below, we prove the existence of optimal and under DßßDHßH "" 88 á áß fairly general conditions on and As an important part of the proof of Theorem 2, we need . -Þ Theorem 1, which is a characterization of the optimal partitions of (4) for given HßÞÞÞßHDß "" 8
ÞÞÞßDDßÞÞÞßD 88 "
. In addition, we need to analyze the limit behaviors of a minimizing sequence and the corresponding sequence of optimal partitions ; some techniques of this part HßáßH " 8 are similar to those in the paper of Cuesta-Albertos [4] .
There are conditions on and for which Theorem 1 is well-known (cf. [1] , [8] , .
-BßC ab [11] . Our proof of Theorem 1 is somewhat long but is straightforward and might be of interest in its own right.
is In Section 3, we consider the problem for which the target measure supported on a / subset of . Here we do not make any assumptions on how the resulting mass is distributed QV 7 on Therefore, the optimal transport plan is simple: the mass at the QÞB -Spt is transported to ab .
a point in such that for all The total Q-BßCŸ-BßDD-QÞ abab cost of transferring the mass .
to is Q JQoeQ ab ( ab
where is the cost of transferring a unit mass from to . Note that -BßQBQ-BßQoe abab min C-Q -BßC ab .
When the cost function , -BßCoelB•Cl ab # then the optimal is equivalent to the Q selfconsistent set (points, curve, or surface) of a distribution, see [15, Definition 6 .1] and the references therein. When the cost function is a more general function of the norm , the lB•Cl optimal set of points Q5 is called the -means as in 5 [4] , [5] . The concept of self-consistency is fundamental in statistics and it has applications in various fields including signal transmissions;
see [15] .
The existence of an optimal set of a finite number of points has been proved in Q [4] , [5] and [12] . In Section 3, we prove the existence of that gives the minimal cost in classes of QJ compact sets of arbitrary dimensions.
Existence of Optimal Locationsthe finite point case.
•
In this section, we will give a direct proof (without using convex analysis) of the existence of an optimal plan for measures /. of the form (3) under mild conditions on and . This condition was also used in [6] . Also note that the sets defined in (8) depend on the H 3 numbers Theorem 1(a) says that it is possible to choose --.! 333 . so that oe ab --" 8 ß áß ÒHÓoe for all Clearly it is easy to find and associated partitions of that satisfy this 3oe"ßáß8ÞV -7 equation for some but not necessarily for all In particular one of these 's can be specified 33Þ -arbitrarily and then the others need to be chosen carefully. Showing that all the required 's can be -chosen simultaneously occupies most of the proof.
-BßD ab
To prove Theorem 1(a) we will use induction on the number of those 's for which 3
.! ÒHÓoeÞ 33 We will let --. oe0oeHáß8ß ababcd --" 8 ß áß and . we let 33 For 5oe"ß WoeÀ0oe3oe"ßáß5 ef !! "5 ßÞÞÞß ef ab --! 33 , .
The sets measure how close we are to finding W Ö!! "5 ßá× -'s that describe a partition satisfying the required condition (6 we perturb with a strongly positive measure. . 
and is defined by (8) using the parameters . Since
ßÑ áß must be bounded. For otherwise, by passing to a subnet (and rearranging components if necessary), we may assume that -"ß ‡ %
Ä€ _•_ or as
Now knowing that the net š› Ð--"ß8•"ß ‡ ‡ %% % ßÑ áß isbounded, we may assume that
continuous with respect to and so -and %
This shows part (a).
ÐÑ b
Suppose IßIÞ " 8 áß is any partition of Spt satisfying 6 Then by the definition (8) of abab .
JDßDßIßIoe.
oe.
•Ñ. BßD. "" 88 .
Thus the total cost function is minimized with the partition defined in (8) .
Now that we know a suitable partition exists for arbitrary choices of points , we DßáßD " 8 want to show that it is possible to choose these points to minimize the total cost (4). This is the first of the existence theorems of the paper. The hypotheses on the cost function in -ÐBßDÑ such that for any compact set I §Vß 7
is a regular Borel probability measure such that for all points , and constant defined using these points as in (8) and satisfying the requirements of (6).
Furthermore, this partition gives a minimum value for the total cost for all partitions satisfying J BßD ..
We now show that there is a choice of that minimizes . First note DßDJDßD "" 88 áßáß ab that assumption (i) implies that for any ,
This shows that the exists and greatest lower bound of among all possible
The rest of the proof consists of showing that is achieved at some .
, , Take a minimizing sequence such that as š›Š‹ DáDDßáßDÄJÄ 5555
Let the partition and arameters as in (8) The following assertion will allow extraction of convergent subsequences of š› -3 5 5 and of
Þ AssertionFor all i, .
-"ßáß8 ef can be chosen to be bounded.
has a bounded subsequence
The proof of this assertion can be found in the Section 5. Assuming the assertion, we continue the proof.
By passing to a subsequence, we may assume that for all 3ß -"ßß8Ä ef á we have -- and .
Then by (12) and (13), it is easy to verify that for each 3oe"ßáß8 This shows that has a minimum at J DßD !! " 8 áß .¨
Existence of Optimal Locations of Higher Dimensions
In this section, we consider target measures that are supported on sets in of / QV 7
higher dimensions. The mass of .. at Spt is transported to a point in so as to minimize B-Q ab the unit cost:
-BßQoe-BßCÞ abab min C-Q The total to is: cost of transferring the mass . Q JQoeQ ab ( ab
The goal is to find (in a specified class of sets ) to minimize . Note that the QJÐQÑ distribution of / is not prescribed. It is determined by the transport plan, which may not be unique. was considered previously in [4] , [5] , [12] . (2) is a line segment in of length or is a unioǹoeQÀQVŸPoeÖQÀQ ef 7
of at most segments of total length. RŸP× The proof follows along the same lines as the proof of Theorem 2. We need the lower semi-continuity of which is proven next. Let denote the Hausdorff distance between JLÐEßFÑ the sets and ; see [7] . EF Since is arbitrary, we conclude (20). <
Lemma 6. The cost function is lower semi-continuous with respect to Hausdorff

Proof of Theorem 3. Assumption 2(i) implies that for all
For otherwise we would have contradicting (18) . So the -Bß´-ß ab Q ! greatest lower bound JQ-min of among all possible exists and satisfies for all 5ß
.!ßŸ.Þ ab Q 5"
For otherwise, we may assume as .!ßQÄ5Ä ab 5 __Þ By assumption (19), for any <ž!ß-BßQÄ-5Ä we have as inf 
Taking limit as Since is arbitrary, we obtain , a 5Ä-FÞ<-_ßJ J we have minmin !! < .cd contradiction to (23). So the assertion is proved.
Let be as in (17). .V !! By the assumptions (18) and (19) there is a number such that for all B-Spt
(a compact set), we have ab . 
Lemma 1.
For any subset of is continuous in Mß0 ef "ß#ßÞÞÞß8 M --"
ßÞ áß
This fact can be derived from the following general fact. Note that 0oe M ab -. cd HH MM , where can be expressed in the form Similarly, ifthen the components of each decrease,
and component-wise. From the definition of we see
By assumption (7) and (27), we know must have non-empty interior, denoted
Note that 27 also implies that Int cannot be the whole space therefore ababab HÞHVß MM We write -M Ä _•• abab ___ if each component approaches , respectively.
This is obvious from the definition of H MÞ
Relating to Lemma 3, we note that is well-defined even if some of the s are replaced H M 3 w -by __ or as long as an infinity of the same sign does not appear on the both sides of any • inequality. For example,
Here the condition for --88 is void because oe _Þ --! w for . Therefore, 3oe"ßáß54oe5€"ßáß8J 4 which is, roughly, the function restricted to an " dimensional subset"
The following lemma contains properties of which are needed in the proof of Lemma 4. These J 4
properties are analogous to the results of 
then
• ! !
Proof of Lemmas 4, 5.
We prove both Lemmas together by using mathematical induction on 5Þ ‰ˆ‰ " ----! Š‹Š‹ ------ww €€ while their sum is strictly increasing:
Inequality (41) implies that
In summary, we see that as strictly increases, strictly decreases while -5€"5€"4 00 increases, . The remaining case ( 4 5€# -3 increasing for ) is similar. 3oe5€#ßá8
Proof of Lemma 5(c). Once again we assume
Recall that the definition 4oe5€"Ð5Ÿ8•#ÑÞ (36)
where is defined using
are determined by . -4 Ð4oe5€"ßáß8Ñ Note that HBÀ-BßD€-BßD€ 5€"5€"5€# §ŸÄg ef abab --5€"5€# as as ---5€"M5€" ÄÄ!Ä _ÞJ_ Therefore, . Here we used the assumption that This finishes the proof of the Lemmas.
Proof of Assertion from Theorem 2.
The proof is divided into four steps.
Step 1. If ll , is bounded. -! oe _,then for a 3D š› 5 3 5
Step 2. If is bounded. -! • _3ß ,then for some š› D 5 3 5
Step 3. For all , can be chosen to be bounded. 3 š› -5 3 5
Step 4. If are bounded. 
Suppose
Suppose also thatfor some Step 1.
-! oe3ßllÄÄ __5_<ž! . as . Let Therefore, This is J_Þ min oeJÐDßáßDÑ a contradictionto (11). So we proved that lim .
It follows that
Since is arbitrary, we get J min oeJÐDßáßDÑ -•"•Þ lim 5Ä 55 " 8! _ abab %%% J min -! , which contradicts (11).
Step 3. As shown in Theorem 1, we may take , for all . (In defining the partition, one -8 5 oe!5
of the -'s can always be specified arbitrarily.) Therefore, if is not bounded for some , š› -5 sequence for each . 3
Step 4. Suppose instead that there is an integer such that 8 "llDllÄ 
